You are invited!

Final network Meeting carpeDIEM

24 September, 2019
9:30- 15:30
M305-M307, Red Box 3rd. Floor

Alsion 2, Sønderborg, Denmark

We would like to share our results and perspectives for the future with you.

As part of the network you contributed to the success of carpeDIEM and some of you followed us from the beginning of measurements in Bordelum to demonstration sites at GreenTEC Campus and SDU Sønderborg. Many publications paved the way and different approaches and suggestions were made especially concerning autarky of specific regions and e-mobility. We will sum up the results for you and would like to discuss the future together with you. Two inspiring talks will complement the image so you will gain an up to date picture of e-mobility and grid concepts that include electric vehicles.

Take the chance and join us for this special day.
9:30-10:00 Coffee
Welcome, Handouts, Project Achievements – Prof. Robert Brehm, SDU
10:00 Charging infrastructure, status quo and perspectives - Jens Sandmeier, WTSH, Leader of the Coordination for Electromobility in Schleswig - Holstein
11:15 Short discussion and questions
11:45 Lunch
12:00-13:00 Inauguration of new intelligent Charge Stations at SDU Sønderborg
13:00 Future challenges for grid infrastructure – N.N.
14:00 Discussion round, future perspectives and networking
14:30 Tour of SDU Sønderborg
15:30 End of the Day

Register now!

Registration is free of charge.

If you know others that are interested in the topic, please forward this invitation.

carpeDIEM is financed by Interreg Deutschland-Danmark with means from the European Regional Development Fund. Read more about Interreg Deutschland-Danmark on www.interreg5a.eu